
Outdoor 50M

Outdoor 100M

Outdoor 150M

Outdoor 200M
Outdoor 250M

Indoor 150M

Indoor 300M

Indoor 450M

Indoor 600M
Indoor 750M

Thank you for your phrasing our products,before

using our product,you should read this usage man-

ual carefully,and you will can operate it in right way.

Attention
Please don not use the sensor in following place

In order to operate in right way,please install as fouowing

Out garment

Each part name

Light obstructing line adjust button

(receiving lnght implement)

Light obstructing line adjust button

(receiving lnght implement)

Line link ends

Indicator

lamp

Aim mirror

Up and dowm

ang le adjusing

screw

Light aduust testing place

(receliving lnght implement)

Forestall disassemble

switch

Horizonlal angle

adjusting screw

buttor

Horizontal angle

adjusting screw

button

Horizontal angle

screw button

Body

(1)Indocator lamp

Light accepting implement

Power (turn on the light when

the light on )

Alarm; the light will on when

alarm

Monitor(adjust indicators lamp)

green light on when adjust well

while red light on .

Light sending implement

Up

Down

beam sending ,indicator

light.

beam sending ,indicator

light.

(2)use it when check the precision of the

light shaft (please refer to the use instruction).

(3)use it when the light is obstructed (please

refer to the use instruction).

Shaft light adjust area

Horizontal direction 180degree

(90 degree)

The light shaft can be adjusted by 90

degree,in the horizontal direction and by +-12

degree,in the vertical direction

Adjust the lights

In order to indicators accuracy ,light receiving and light sending implement should adjust

1,take down the outer garment and switch on the power.

2take down the aim mirror and fix according to the following picture.

3check the effect of the aim mirror on the right about 10cm.

4adjust the up and down angle and the angle adjust rack,the shade of the sensor opposite

will be in the middle of the aim mirror then the indecator lamp of light accepting implement

will be on .

After adjust ,put the mirror away.

Adjusting up light,the opposite also

Can adjust

Horizontal adjust button

Horizontal up and down adjust screw

Up spiral Down spiral

When the distance is very long,

please fix the sensor according

to the following way to avoid the

light disturbing to be effect

according to the test hole to read voltage and

adjust to the best condition

1bag the receiving and sending implement

mirror.

2plug the measure pen in the measure hole

(attention + -).

3 adjust the horizontal angle until the power is the

most ,then adjust in vertical direction,the way

is the same as horizon angel .

Check the steps

After fixing the sensor ,the

working test should be taken,

please take action and confirm

according to the chart.

Condition Express

Accepting

implement

sending im

plement Sending

Warm

alarm

Green

LED light

The side of outer garment

Outer garment

Fix hole

Metal

Technology parameter

Alarm

distance

Outdoor

Certain type

Vertical 180degree(+-90degree) horizontal 24degree(+-12degree

Point transmit Ib

Trouble Reason Countermeasure

The indicator lamp of light sending implement is not on The power block or cut
Check the power and line

The indicator lamp of lights accepting implement is not on The same as above The same as above

This light was covered and the indicator

lamp of the light accept implement in

on

Clean the irradiate and change light

angle adjust the time .

After covered the light ,the alarm

indicator lamp of light accepting

is not always on

The light was block or cut

the light point not obscure

Check the power and line

The alarm indicator lamp

of light accepting implement

is not always on

Adjust the light shaft and clean the

outer garment. Use the soft cloth

There is still alarm sign after

power off

The line not met.

The power changeable .

There are moving block.

the fixing basic not steady.

The light shaft not adjust well.

other moving matters covered

the light.

Trim trees ,choose the steady basic.

Adjust the light shaft again

adjust the covering time or change

the installation place.

Check the unusual condition

Adjust the tome of

obstructing light

Adjust the time of obstructing light

The obstructing time of the line accepting implement

canbe adjust according to picture ,generally the time

should be a little less than the time of the invading time .

Fast run(6.9ms)
Fast walk(1.2m/s) General walk(0.7m/s)

Slow walk(0.3-0.5m/s)

Fixing way
1

The place with tree on other blocks

(between light accept and sending light

implement must not have tree and other

blocks)

The basic is

not steady. There is other sunlight

or other irradiation

(there angle should

about +- 2degree

or above)

1disassemple the screw and take down

the outer garment.
2 Stick the attached Fixing board on the wall and

And holes it.

3 pierce the electronic line through the

line hole

4 fix the body on the wall

5 fix the electronic line into link place
Power prepared ends

Forestall disassemble

switch ends

Power

Sending alarm
Forestall disasse-

mble switch ends

Light sending implementLight sending implement

Light receiving implememt

The way to fix basic board on the trestle3

1
Make the holes in the trestle and pierce

the light through implement

1

2 take down the outer garment 3 fix the basic board on the trestle 4 refer to the following picture then

fix back to back

Beam area

Alarm distance

Lig
h
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Beam area

102

102

Alarm

distance

Voltage

Line radius

5450M

100M

150M

200M

250M

500M

15M

30M

45M

60M

70M

100M

Alarm distance Fix height

Alarm distance as following

Install height and alarm distance

In
sta

llh
e

ig
h

t
0

.7
-1

.0
m

Prepared wall

Light shaft not adjust well,there

are some block between detect

or or outer is too dirty

Other lingt irra diate into the light

receiving implement and 4 lihht

was covered at the same time

Indoor

The largest distance

survey way

the number beam

light resource

response speed

alarm output

Power

expend power

temperature scope

light adjust angel

aim mirror

link line attach M3 and screw point

deal with frost and frog refer outer shape

other attach implement

ABS resinMaterial

Weight 970g(accept implement and sending implement

Light receive check point

4beam

4 beam infrared covered at the same time

Infrared LED

Msec can adjust

Transmit point output IC point out putacdc30v 0.5max

Forestall disassemble

The best light adjusting way -measure hole output

alarm show

not on

warm

shows the

light is on


